Scheduled on 16/01/2016 from 5.00 to 8.00pm

7th CBSE: MATHS

MATHS: Percentage, Numbers, Triangles, Algebraic expression, 3D shapes, Ratio, Symmetry,
Profit & loss, Exponents, Mensuration, Construction, Simple interest, Statistics

8th CBSE: MATHS

MATHS: Square and square roots, Cube n cube root, Numbers, Linear equation,
Simple interest and compound interest, Ratio & proportion, Mensuration, Probability,
Playing with numbers, Data handling, Algebraic expression, Factorisation, Triangles
Speed, time & distance, Percentage graph, 3D shapes,

7th ICSE: MATHS AND CHEMISTRY

MATHS : Unitary method, Averages, Formulae, Linear equation & inequation,
Co ordinate system & graphs, Polygons, Circle, Mensuration, Statistics

CHEMISTRY : Hydrogen and water

8th ICSE: MATHS AND CHEMISTRY

MATHS : Rational Numbers, Powers & roots, Speed, Distance & time, Simple & compound Interest
Graph, Quadratic equation

CHEMISTRY : Carbon and its compound, Metals and Non-metals

9th ICSE: MATHS AND CHEMISTRY

MATHS : Polygons, Quadrilaterals, Statistics, Mean & median, Coordinate Geometry

CHEMISTRY : Atomic Structure and Periodic Table

9th CBSE : MATHS

FULL SA-2 SYLLABUS

10th CBSE : MATHS

FULL SA-2 SYLLABUS